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(v) Stock ownership requirements of sec-
tion 332. 

(3) Treatment of banks. 
(i) In general. 
(ii) Examples. 
(iii)Effective date. 
(4) Treatment of stock of QSub. 
(5) Transitional relief. 
(i) General rule. 
(ii) Examples. 
(b) Timing of the liquidation. 
(1) In general. 
(2) Application to elections in tiered situa-

tions. 
(3) Acquisitions. 
(i) In general. 
(ii) Special rules for acquired S corpora-

tions. 
(4) Coordination with section 338 election. 
(c) Carryover of disallowed losses and de-

ductions. 
(d) Examples. 

§ 1.1361–5 Termination of QSub election. 

(a) In general. 
(1) Effective date. 
(2) Information to be provided upon termi-

nation of QSub election by failure to qualify 
as a QSub. 

(3) QSub joins a consolidated group. 
(4) Examples. 
(b) Effect of termination of QSub election. 
(1) Formation of new corporation. 
(i) In general. 
(ii) Termination for tiered QSubs. 
(2) Carryover of disallowed losses and de-

ductions. 
(3) Examples. 
(c) Election after QSub termination. 
(1) In general. 
(2) Exception. 
(3) Examples. 

§ 1.1361–6 Effective date.

[T.D. 8600, 60 FR 37581, July 21, 1995, as 
amended by T.D. 8869, 65 FR 3848, Jan. 25, 
2000]

§1.1361–1 S corporation defined. 
(a) In general. For purposes of this 

title, with respect to any taxable 
year— 

(1) The term S corporation means a 
small business corporation (as defined 
in paragraph (b) of this section) for 
which an election under section 1362(a) 
is in effect for that taxable year. 

(2) The term C corporation means a 
corporation that is not an S corpora-
tion for that taxable year. 

(b) Small business corporation defined—
(1) In general. For purposes of sub-
chapter S, chapter 1 of the Code and 

the regulations thereunder, the term 
small business corporation means a do-
mestic corporation that is not an ineli-
gible corporation (as defined in section 
1361(b)(2)) and that does not have— 

(i) More than 75 shareholders (35 for 
taxable years beginning before January 
1, 1997); 

(ii) As a shareholder, a person (other 
than an estate and other than certain 
trusts described in section 1361(c)(2)) 
who is not an individual; 

(iii) A nonresident alien as a share-
holder; or 

(iv) More than one class of stock. 
(2) Estate in bankruptcy. The term es-

tate, for purposes of this paragraph, in-
cludes the estate of an individual in a 
case under title 11 of the United States 
Code. 

(3) Treatment of restricted stock. For 
purposes of subchapter S, stock that is 
issued in connection with the perform-
ance of services (within the meaning of 
§ 1.83–3(f)) and that is substantially 
nonvested (within the meaning of 
§ 1.83–3(b)) is not treated as outstanding 
stock of the corporation, and the hold-
er of that stock is not treated as a 
shareholder solely by reason of holding 
the stock, unless the holder makes an 
election with respect to the stock 
under section 83(b). In the event of 
such an election, the stock is treated 
as outstanding stock of the corpora-
tion, and the holder of the stock is 
treated as a shareholder for purposes of 
subchapter S. See paragraphs (l) (1) and 
(3) of this section for rules for deter-
mining whether substantially non-
vested stock with respect to which an 
election under section 83(b) has been 
made is treated as a second class of 
stock. 

(4) Treatment of deferred compensation 
plans. For purposes of subchapter S, an 
instrument, obligation, or arrangement 
is not outstanding stock if it— 

(i) Does not convey the right to vote; 
(ii) Is an unfunded and unsecured 

promise to pay money or property in 
the future; 

(iii) Is issued to an individual who is 
an employee in connection with the 
performance of services for the cor-
poration or to an individual who is an 
independent contractor in connection 
with the performance of services for 
the corporation (and is not excessive 
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by reference to the services performed); 
and 

(iv) Is issued pursuant to a plan with 
respect to which the employee or inde-
pendent contractor is not taxed cur-
rently on income. 
A deferred compensation plan that has 
a current payment feature (e.g., pay-
ment of dividend equivalent amounts 
that are taxed currently as compensa-
tion) is not for that reason excluded 
from this paragraph (b)(4). 

(5) Treatment of straight debt. For pur-
poses of subchapter S, an instrument 
or obligation that satisfies the defini-
tion of straight debt in paragraph (l)(5) 
of this section is not treated as out-
standing stock. 

(6) Effective date provision. Section 
1.1361–1(b) generally applies to taxable 
years of a corporation beginning on or 
after May 28, 1992. However, a corpora-
tion and its shareholders may apply 
this § 1.1361–1(b) to prior taxable years. 
In addition, substantially nonvested 
stock issued on or before May 28, 1992, 
that has been treated as outstanding 
by the corporation is treated as out-
standing for purposes of subchapter S, 
and the fact that it is substantially 
nonvested and no section 83(b) election 
has been made with respect to it will 
not cause the stock to be treated as a 
second class of stock. 

(c) Domestic corporation. For purposes 
of paragraph (b) of this section, the 
term domestic corporation means a do-
mestic corporation as defined in 
§ 301.7701–5 of this chapter, and the 
term corporation includes an entity 
that is classified as an association tax-
able as a corporation under § 301.7701–2 
of this chapter. 

(d) Ineligible corporation—(1) General 
rule. Except as otherwise provided in 
this paragraph (d), the term ineligible 
corporation means a corporation that 
is— 

(i) For taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1997, a financial insti-
tution that uses the reserve method of 
accounting for bad debts described in 
section 585 (for taxable years beginning 
prior to January 1, 1997, a financial in-
stitution to which section 585 applies 
(or would apply but for section 585(c)) 
or to which section 593 applies); 

(ii) An insurance company subject to 
tax under subchapter L; 

(iii) A corporation to which an elec-
tion under section 936 applies; or 

(iv) A DISC or former DISC. 
(2) Exceptions. See the special rules 

and exceptions provided in sections 6(c) 
(2), (3) and (4) of Public Law 97–354 that 
are applicable for certain casualty in-
surance companies and qualified oil 
corporations. 

(e) Number of shareholders—(1) General 
rule. A corporation does not qualify as 
a small business corporation if it has 
more than 75 shareholders (35 for tax-
able years beginning prior to January 
1, 1997). Ordinarily, the person who 
would have to include in gross income 
dividends distributed with respect to 
the stock of the corporation (if the cor-
poration were a C corporation) is con-
sidered to be the shareholder of the 
corporation. For example, if stock 
(owned other than by a husband and 
wife) is owned by tenants in common 
or joint tenants, each tenant in com-
mon or joint tenant is generally con-
sidered to be a shareholder of the cor-
poration. (For special rules relating to 
stock owned by husband and wife, see 
paragraph (e)(2) of this section; for spe-
cial rules relating to restricted stock, 
see paragraphs (b) (3) and (6) of this 
section.) The person for whom stock of 
a corporation is held by a nominee, 
guardian, custodian, or an agent is con-
sidered to be the shareholder of the 
corporation for purposes of this para-
graph (e) and paragraphs (f) and (g) of 
this section. For example, a partner-
ship may be a nominee of S corporation 
stock for a person who qualifies as a 
shareholder of an S corporation. How-
ever, if the partnership is the bene-
ficial owner of the stock, then the part-
nership is the shareholder, and the cor-
poration does not qualify as a small 
business corporation. In addition, in 
the case of stock held for a minor 
under a uniform gifts to minors or 
similar statute, the minor and not the 
custodian is the shareholder. For pur-
poses of this paragraph (e) and para-
graphs (f) and (g) of this section, if 
stock is held by a decedent’s estate, 
the estate (and not the beneficiaries of 
the estate) is considered to be the 
shareholder; however, if stock is held 
by a subpart E trust (which includes 
voting trusts), the deemed owner is 
considered to be the shareholder. 
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(2) Special rules relating to stock owned 
by husband and wife. For purposes of 
paragraph (e)(1) of this section, stock 
owned by a husband and wife (or by ei-
ther or both of their estates) is treated 
as if owned by one shareholder, regard-
less of the form in which they own the 
stock. For example, if husband and 
wife are owners of a subpart E trust, 
they will be treated as one individual. 
Both husband and wife must be U.S. 
citizens or residents, and a decedent 
spouse’s estate must not be a foreign 
estate as defined in section 7701(a)(31). 
The treatment described in this para-
graph (e)(2) will cease upon dissolution 
of the marriage for any reason other 
than death. 

(f) Shareholder must be an individual or 
estate. Except as otherwise provided in 
paragraph (e)(1) (relating to nominees 
and paragraph (h) (relating to certain 
trusts) of this section, a corporation in 
which any shareholder is a corporation, 
partnership, or trust does not qualify 
as a small business corporation. 

(g) Nonresident alien shareholder—(1) 
General rule. (i) A corporation having a 
shareholder who is a nonresident alien 
as defined in section 7701(b)(1)(B) does 
not qualify as a small business corpora-
tion. If a U.S. shareholder’s spouse is a 
nonresident alien who has a current 
ownership interest (as opposed, for ex-
ample, to a survivorship interest) in 
the stock of the corporation by reason 
of any applicable law, such as a state 
community property law or a foreign 
country’s law, the corporation does not 
qualify as a small business corporation 
from the time the nonresident alien 
spouse acquires the interest in the 
stock. If a corporation’s S election is 
inadvertently terminated as a result of 
a nonresident alien spouse being con-
sidered a shareholder, the corporation 
may request relief under section 1362(f). 

(ii) The following examples illustrate 
this paragraph (g)(1)(i):

Example 1. In 1990, W, a U.S. citizen, mar-
ried H, a citizen of a foreign country. At all 
times H is a nonresident alien under section 
7701(b)(1)(B). Under the foreign country’s 
law, all property acquired by a husband and 
wife during the existence of the marriage is 
community property and owned jointly by 
the husband and wife. In 1996 while residing 
in the foreign country, W formed X, a U.S. 
corporation, and X simultaneously filed an 
election to be an S corporation. X issued all 

of its outstanding stock in W’s name. Under 
the foreign country’s law, X’s stock became 
the community property of and jointly 
owned by H and W. Thus, X does not meet 
the definition of a small business corpora-
tion and therefore could not file a valid S 
election because H, a nonresident alien, has 
a current interest in the stock.

Example 2. Assume the same facts as Exam-
ple 1, except that in 1991, W and H filed a sec-
tion 6013(g) election allowing them to file a 
joint U.S. tax return and causing H to be 
treated as a U.S. resident for purposes of 
chapters 1, 5, and 24 of the Internal Revenue 
Code. The section 6013(g) election applies to 
the taxable year for which made and to all 
subsequent taxable years until terminated. 
Because H is treated as a U.S. resident under 
section 6013(g), X does meet the definition of 
a small business corporation. Thus, the elec-
tion filed by X to be an S corporation is 
valid.

(2) Special rule for dual residents. [Re-
served] 

(h) Special rules relating to trusts—(1) 
General rule. In general, a trust is not a 
permitted small business corporation 
shareholder. However, except as pro-
vided in paragraph (h)(2) of this sec-
tion, the following trusts are permitted 
shareholders: 

(i) Qualified subpart E trust. A trust 
all of which is treated (under subpart 
E, part I, subchapter J, chapter 1) as 
owned by an individual (whether or not 
the grantor) who is a citizen or resi-
dent of the United States (a qualified 
subpart E trust). This requirement ap-
plies only during the period that the 
trust holds S corporation stock. 

(ii) Subpart E trust ceasing to be a 
qualified subpart E trust after the death 
of deemed owner. A trust which was a 
qualified subpart E trust immediately 
before the death of the deemed owner 
and which continues in existence after 
the death of the deemed owner, but 
only for the 60-day period beginning on 
the day of the deemed owner’s death. 
However, if a trust is described in the 
preceding sentence and the entire cor-
pus of the trust is includible in the 
gross estate of the deemed owner, the 
trust is a permitted shareholder for the 
2-year period beginning on the day of 
the deemed owner’s death. A trust is 
considered to continue in existence if 
the trust continues to hold the stock of 
the S corporation during the period of 
administration of the decedent’s estate 
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or if, after the period of administra-
tion, the trust continues to hold the 
stock pursuant to the terms of the will 
or the trust agreement. See § 1.641(b)–3 
for rules concerning the termination of 
estates and trusts for Federal income 
tax purposes. If the trust consists of 
community property, and the dece-
dent’s community property interest in 
the trust is includible in the decedent’s 
gross estate under chapter 11 (section 
2001 and following, relating to estate 
tax), then the entire corpus of the trust 
will be deemed includible in the dece-
dent’s gross estate. Further, for the 
purpose of determining whether the en-
tire corpus of the trust is includible in 
the gross estate of the deemed owner, if 
the decedent’s spouse was treated as an 
owner of a portion of the trust under 
subpart E immediately before the dece-
dent’s death, the surviving spouse’s 
portion is disregarded. 

(iii) Electing qualified subchapter S 
trusts. A qualified subchapter S trust 
(QSST) that has a section 1361(d)(2) 
election in effect (an electing QSST). 
See paragraph (j) of this section for 
rules concerning QSSTs including the 
manner for making the section 
1361(d)(2) election. 

(iv) Testamentary trusts. A trust 
(other than a qualified subpart E trust 
or an electing QSST) to which S cor-
poration stock is transferred pursuant 
to the terms of a will, but only for the 
60-day period beginning on the day the 
stock is transferred to the trust. 

(v) Qualified voting trusts. A trust cre-
ated primarily to exercise the voting 
power of S corporation stock trans-
ferred to it. To qualify as a voting 
trust for purposes of this section (a 
qualified voting trust), the beneficial 
owners must be treated as the owners 
of their respective portions of the trust 
under subpart E and the trust must 
have been created pursuant to a writ-
ten trust agreement entered into by 
the shareholders, that— 

(A) Delegates to one or more trustees 
the right to vote; 

(B) Requires all distributions with re-
spect to the stock of the corporation 
held by the trust to be paid to, or on 
behalf of, the beneficial owners of that 
stock; 

(C) Requires title and possession of 
that stock to be delivered to those ben-

eficial owners upon termination of the 
trust; and 

(D) Terminates, under its terms or by 
state law, on or before a specific date 
or event. 

(2) Foreign trust. For purposes of para-
graph (h)(1) of this section, in any case 
where stock is held by a foreign trust 
as defined in section 7701(a)(31), the 
trust is considered to be the share-
holder and is an ineligible shareholder. 
Thus, even if a foreign trust qualifies 
as a subpart E trust (e.g., a qualified 
voting trust), any corporation in which 
the trust holds stock does not qualify 
as a small business corporation. 

(3) Determination of shareholders—(i) 
General rule. For purposes of paragraph 
(b) of this section (qualification as a 
small business corporation), and, ex-
cept as provided in paragraph (h)(3)(ii) 
of this section, for purposes of sections 
1366 (relating to the pass-through of 
items of income, loss, deduction, or 
credit), 1367 (relating to adjustments to 
basis of shareholder’s stock), and 1368 
(relating to distributions), the share-
holder of S corporation stock held by a 
trust that is a permitted shareholder 
under paragraph (h)(1) of this section is 
determined as follows: 

(A) If stock is held by a qualified sub-
part E trust, the deemed owner of the 
trust is treated as the shareholder. 

(B) If stock is held by a trust defined 
in paragraph (h)(1)(ii) of this section, 
the estate of the deemed owner is gen-
erally treated as the shareholder as of 
the day of the deemed owner’s death. 
However, if stock is held by such a 
trust in a community property state, 
the decedent’s estate is the shareholder 
only of the portion of the trust in-
cluded in the decedent’s gross estate 
(and the surviving spouse continues to 
be the shareholder of the portion of the 
trust owned by that spouse under the 
applicable state’s community property 
law). 
The estate ordinarily will cease to be 
treated as the shareholder upon the 
earlier of the transfer of the stock by 
the trust or the expiration of the 60-
day period (or, if applicable, the 2-year 
period) beginning on the day of the 
deemed owner’s death. If the trust 
qualifies and becomes an electing 
QSST, the beneficiary and not the es-
tate is treated as the shareholder as of 
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the effective date of the QSST election, 
and the rules provided in paragraph 
(j)(7) of this section apply. 

(C) If stock is held by an electing 
QSST, see paragraph (j)(7) of this sec-
tion for the rules on who is treated as 
the shareholder. 

(D) If stock is transferred to a testa-
mentary trust (other than a qualified 
subpart E trust or an electing QSST), 
the estate of the testator is treated as 
the shareholder until the earlier of the 
transfer of that stock by the trust or 
the expiration of the 60-day period be-
ginning on the day that the stock is 
transferred to the trust. 

(E) If stock is held by a qualified vot-
ing trust, each beneficial owner of the 
stock, as determined under subpart E, 
is treated as a shareholder with respect 
to the owner’s proportionate share of 
the stock held by the trust. 

(ii) Exceptions. Solely for purposes of 
section 1366, 1367, and 1368 the share-
holder of S corporation stock held by a 
trust is determined as follows— 

(A) If stock is held by a trust (as de-
fined in paragraph (h)(1)(ii) of this sec-
tion) that does not qualify as a QSST, 
the trust is treated as the shareholder. 
If the trust continues to own the stock 
after the expiration of the 60-day pe-
riod (or, if applicable, the 2-year pe-
riod), the corporation’s S election will 
terminate unless the trust is otherwise 
a permitted shareholder. If the trust is 
a QSST described in section 1361(d) and 
the income beneficiary of the trust 
makes a timely QSST election, the 
beneficiary and not the trust is treated 
as the shareholder from the effective 
date of the QSST election; and 

(B) If stock is transferred to a testa-
mentary trust described in paragraph 
(h)(1)(iii) of this section (other than a 
qualified subpart E trust or a trust 
that has a QSST election in effect), the 
trust is treated as the shareholder. If 
the trust continues to own the stock 
after the expiration of the 60-day pe-
riod, the corporation’s S election will 
terminate unless the trust otherwise 
qualifies as a permitted shareholder. 

(i) [Reserved] 
(j) Qualified subchapter S trust—(1) 

Definition. A qualified subchapter S 
trust (QSST) is a trust (whether 
intervivos or testamentary), other 
than a foreign trust described in sec-

tion 7701(a)(31), that satisfies the fol-
lowing requirements: 

(i) All of the income (within the 
meaning of § 1.643(b)–1) of the trust is 
distributed (or is required to be distrib-
uted) currently to one individual who 
is a citizen or resident of the United 
States. For purposes of the preceding 
sentence, unless otherwise provided 
under local law (including pertinent 
provisions of the governing instrument 
that are effective under local law), in-
come of the trust includes distribu-
tions to the trust from the S corpora-
tion for the taxable year in question, 
but does not include the trust’s pro 
rata share of the S corporation’s items 
of income, loss, deduction, or credit de-
termined under section 1366. See 
§§ 1.651(a)–2(a) and 1.663(b)–1(a) for rules 
relating to the determination of wheth-
er all of the income of a trust is dis-
tributed (or is required to be distrib-
uted) currently. If under the terms of 
the trust income is not required to be 
distributed currently, the trustee may 
elect under section 663(b) to consider a 
distribution made in the first 65 days of 
a taxable year as made on the last day 
of the preceding taxable year. See sec-
tion 663(b) and § 1.663(b)–2 for rules on 
the time and manner for making the 
election. The income distribution re-
quirement must be satisfied for the 
taxable year of the trust or for that 
part of the trust’s taxable year during 
which it holds S corporation stock. 

(ii) The terms of the trust must re-
quire that— 

(A) During the life of the current in-
come beneficiary, there will be only 
one income beneficiary of the trust; 

(B) Any corpus distributed during the 
life of the current income beneficiary 
may be distributed only to that income 
beneficiary; 

(C) The current income beneficiary’s 
income interest in the trust will termi-
nate on the earlier of that income 
beneficiary’s death or the termination 
of the trust; and 

(D) Upon termination of the trust 
during the life of the current income 
beneficiary, the trust will distribute all 
of its assets to that income bene-
ficiary. 

(iii) The terms of the trust must sat-
isfy the requirements of paragraph 
(j)(1)(ii) of this section from the date 
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the QSST election is made or from the 
effective date of the QSST election, 
whichever is earlier, throughout the 
entire period that the current income 
beneficiary and any successor income 
beneficiary is the income beneficiary of 
the trust. If the terms of the trust do 
not preclude the possibility that any of 
the requirements stated in paragraph 
(j)(1)(ii) of this section will not be met, 
the trust will not qualify as a QSST. 
For example, if the terms of the trust 
are silent with respect to corpus dis-
tributions, and distributions of corpus 
to a person other than the current in-
come beneficiary are permitted under 
local law during the life of the current 
income beneficiary, then the terms of 
the trust do not preclude the possi-
bility that corpus may be distributed 
to a person other than the current in-
come beneficiary and, therefore, the 
trust is not a QSST. 

(2) Special rules—(i) If a husband and 
wife are income beneficiaries of the 
same trust, the husband and wife file a 
joint return, and each is a U.S. citizen 
or resident, the husband and wife are 
treated as one beneficiary for purposes 
of paragraph (j) of this section. If a 
husband and wife are treated by the 
preceding sentence as one beneficiary, 
any action required by this section to 
be taken by an income beneficiary re-
quires joinder of both of them. For ex-
ample, each spouse must sign the QSST 
election, continue to be a U.S. citizen 
or resident, and continue to file joint 
returns for the entire period that the 
QSST election is in effect. 

(ii)(A) Terms of the trust and applicable 
local law. The determination of wheth-
er the terms of a trust meet all of the 
requirements under paragraph (j)(1)(ii) 
of this section depends upon the terms 
of the trust instrument and the appli-
cable local law. For example, a trust 
whose governing instrument provides 
that A is the sole income beneficiary of 
the trust is, nevertheless, considered to 
have two income beneficiaries if, under 
the applicable local law, A and B are 
considered to be the income bene-
ficiaries of the trust. 

(B) Legal obligation to support. If 
under local law a distribution to the 
income beneficiary is in satisfaction of 
the grantor’s legal obligation of sup-
port to that income beneficiary, the 

trust will not qualify as a QSST as of 
the date of distribution because, under 
section 677(b), if income is distributed, 
the grantor will be treated as the 
owner of the ordinary income portion 
of the trust or, if trust corpus is dis-
tributed, the grantor will be treated as 
a beneficiary under section 662. See 
§ 1.677(b)–1 for rules on the treatment of 
trusts for support and § 1.662(a)–4 for 
rules concerning amounts used in dis-
charge of a legal obligation. 

(C) Example. The following example 
illustrates the rules of paragraph 
(j)(2)(ii)(B) of this section:

Example: F creates a trust for the benefit of 
F’s minor child, G. Under the terms of the 
trust, all income is payable to G until the 
trust terminates on the earlier of G’s attain-
ing age 35 or G’s death. Upon the termi-
nation of the trust, all corpus must be dis-
tributed to G or G’s estate. The trust in-
cludes all of the provisions prescribed by sec-
tion 1361(d)(3)(A) and paragraph (j)(1)(ii) of 
this section, but does not preclude the trust-
ee from making income distributions to G 
that will be in satisfaction of F’s legal obli-
gation to support G. Under the applicable 
local law, distributions of trust income to G 
will satisfy F’s legal obligation to support G. 
If the trustee distributes income to G in sat-
isfaction of F’s legal obligation to support G, 
the trust will not qualify as a QSST because 
F will be treated as the owner of the ordi-
nary income portion of the trust. Further, 
the trust will not be a qualified subpart E 
trust because the trust will be subject to tax 
on the income allocable to corpus.

(iii) If, under the terms of the trust, 
a person (including the income bene-
ficiary) has a special power to appoint, 
during the life of the income bene-
ficiary, trust income or corpus to any 
person other than the current income 
beneficiary, the trust will not qualify 
as a QSST. However, if the power of ap-
pointment results in the grantor being 
treated as the owner of the entire trust 
under the rules of subpart E, the trust 
may be a permitted shareholder under 
section 1361 (c)(2)(A)(i) and paragraph 
(h)(1)(i) of this section. 

(iv) If the terms of a trust or local 
law do not preclude the current income 
beneficiary from transferring the bene-
ficiary’s interest in the trust or do not 
preclude a person other than the cur-
rent income beneficiary named in the 
trust instrument from being treated as 
a beneficiary of the trust under 
§ 1.643(c)–1, the trust will still qualify 
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as a QSST. However, if the income ben-
eficiary transfers or assigns the income 
interest or a portion of the income in-
terest to another, the trust may no 
longer qualify as a QSST, depending on 
the facts and circumstances, because 
any transferee of the current income 
beneficiary’s income interest and any 
person treated as a beneficiary under 
§ 1.643(c)–1 will be treated as a current 
income beneficiary for purposes of 
paragraph (j)(1)(ii) of this section and 
the trust may no longer meet the 
QSST requirements. 

(v) If the terms of the trust do not 
preclude a person other than the cur-
rent income beneficiary named in the 
trust instrument from being awarded 
an interest in the trust by the order of 
a court, the trust will qualify as a 
QSST assuming the trust meets the re-
quirements of paragraphs (j)(1) (i) and 
(ii) of this section. However, if as a re-
sult of such court order, the trust no 
longer meets the QSST requirements, 
the trust no longer qualifies as a QSST 
and the corporation’s S election will 
terminate. 

(vi) A trust may qualify as a QSST 
even though a person other than the 
current income beneficiary is treated 
under subpart E as the owner of a part 
or all of that portion of a trust which 
does not consist of the S corporation 
stock, provided the entire trust meets 
the QSST requirements stated in para-
graphs (j)(1) (i) and (ii) of this section. 

(3) Separate and independent shares of 
a trust. For purposes of sections 1361 (c) 
and (d), a substantially separate and 
independent share of a trust, within 
the meaning of section 663(c) and the 
regulations thereunder, is treated as a 
separate trust. For a separate share 
which holds S corporation stock to 
qualify as a QSST, the terms of the 
trust applicable to that separate share 
must meet the QSST requirements 
stated in paragraphs (j)(1) (i) and (ii) of 
this section. 

(4) Qualified terminable interest prop-
erty trust. If property, including S cor-
poration stock, or stock of a corpora-
tion that intends to make an S elec-
tion, is transferred to a trust and an 
election is made to treat all or a por-
tion of the transferred property as 
qualified terminable interest property 
(QTIP) under section 2056(b)(7), the in-

come beneficiary may make the QSST 
election if the trust meets the require-
ments set out in paragraphs (j)(1) (i) 
and (ii) of this section. However, if 
property is transferred to a QTIP trust 
under section 2523(f), the income bene-
ficiary may not make a QSST election 
even if the trust meets the require-
ments set forth in paragraph (j)(1)(ii) of 
this section because the grantor would 
be treated as the owner of the income 
portion of the trust under section 677. 
In addition, if property is transferred 
to a QTIP trust under section 2523(f), 
the trust does not qualify as a per-
mitted shareholder under section 
1361(c)(2)(A)(i) and paragraph (h)(1)(i) of 
this section (a qualified subpart E 
trust), unless under the terms of the 
QTIP trust, the grantor is treated as 
the owner of the entire trust under sec-
tions 671 to 677. If the grantor ceases to 
be the income beneficiary’s spouse, the 
trust may qualify as a QSST if it oth-
erwise satisfies the requirements under 
paragraphs (j)(1) (i) and (ii) of this sec-
tion. 

(5) Ceasing to meet the QSST require-
ments. If a QSST for which an election 
under section 1361(d)(2) has been made 
(as described in paragraph (j)(6) of this 
section) ceases to meet any of the re-
quirements specified in paragraph 
(j)(1)(ii) of this section, the provisions 
of this paragraph (j) will cease to apply 
as of the first day on which that re-
quirement ceases to be met. If such a 
trust ceases to meet the income dis-
tribution requirement specified in 
paragraph (j)(1)(i) of this section, but 
continues to meet all of the require-
ments in paragraph (j)(1)(ii) of this sec-
tion, the provisions of this paragraph 
(j) will cease to apply as of the first 
day of the first taxable year beginning 
after the first taxable year for which 
the trust ceased to meet the income 
distribution requirement of paragraph 
(j)(1)(i) of this section. If a corpora-
tion’s S election is inadvertently ter-
minated as a result of a trust ceasing 
to meet the QSST requirements, the 
corporation may request relief under 
section 1362(f). 

(6) Qualified subchapter S trust elec-
tion—(i) In general. This paragraph 
(j)(6) applies to the election provided in 
section 1361(d)(2) (the QSST election) 
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to treat a QSST (as defined in para-
graph (j)(1) of this section) as a trust 
described in section 1361(c)(2)(A)(i), and 
thus a permitted shareholder. This 
election must be made separately with 
respect to each corporation whose 
stock is held by the trust. The QSST 
election does not itself constitute an 
election as to the status of the corpora-
tion; the corporation must make the 
election provided by section 1362(a) to 
be an S corporation. Until the effective 
date of a corporation’s S election, the 
beneficiary is not treated as the owner 
of the stock of the corporation for pur-
poses of section 678. Any action re-
quired by this paragraph (j) to be taken 
by a person who is under a legal dis-
ability by reason of age may be taken 
by that person’s guardian or other 
legal representative, or if there be 
none, by that person’s natural or adop-
tive parent. 

(ii) Filing the QSST election. The cur-
rent income beneficiary of the trust 
must make the election by signing and 
filing with the service center with 
which the corporation files its income 
tax return the applicable form or a 
statement that— 

(A) Contains the name, address, and 
taxpayer identification number of the 
current income beneficiary, the trust, 
and the corporation; 

(B) Identifies the election as an elec-
tion made under section 1361(d)(2); 

(C) Specifies the date on which the 
election is to become effective (not ear-
lier than 15 days and two months be-
fore the date on which the election is 
filed); 

(D) Specifies the date (or dates) on 
which the stock of the corporation was 
transferred to the trust; and 

(E) Provides all information and rep-
resentations necessary to show that: 

(1) Under the terms of the trust and 
applicable local law— 

(i) During the life of the current in-
come beneficiary, there will be only 
one income beneficiary of the trust (if 
husband and wife are beneficiaries, 
that they will file joint returns and 
that both are U.S. residents or citi-
zens); 

(ii) Any corpus distributed during the 
life of the current income beneficiary 
may be distributed only to that bene-
ficiary; 

(iii) The current beneficiary’s income 
interest in the trust will terminate on 
the earlier of the beneficiary’s death or 
upon termination of the trust; and 

(iv) Upon the termination of the trust 
during the life of such income bene-
ficiary, the trust will distribute all its 
assets to such beneficiary. 

(2) The trust is required to distribute 
all of its income currently, or that the 
trustee will distribute all of its income 
currently if not so required by the 
terms of the trust. 

(3) No distribution of income or cor-
pus by the trust will be in satisfaction 
of the grantor’s legal obligation to sup-
port or maintain the income bene-
ficiary. 

(iii) When to file the QSST election. (A) 
If S corporation stock is transferred to 
a trust, the QSST election must be 
made within the 16-day-and-2-month 
period beginning on the day that the 
stock is transferred to the trust. If a C 
corporation has made an election under 
section 1362(a) to be an S corporation 
(S election) and, before that corpora-
tion’s S election is in effect, stock of 
that corporation is transferred to a 
trust, the QSST election must be made 
within the 16-day-and-2-month period 
beginning on the day that the stock is 
transferred to the trust. 

(B) If a trust holds C corporation 
stock and that C corporation makes an 
S election effective for the first day of 
the taxable year in which the S elec-
tion is made, the QSST election must 
be made within the 16-day-and-2-month 
period beginning on the day that the S 
election is effective. If a trust holds C 
corporation stock and that C corpora-
tion makes an S election effective for 
the first day of the taxable year fol-
lowing the taxable year in which the S 
election is made, the QSST election 
must be made within the 16-day-and-2-
month period beginning on the day 
that the S election is made. If a trust 
holds C corporation stock and that cor-
poration makes an S election intending 
the S election to be effective for the 
first day of the taxable year in which 
the S election is made but, under 
§ 1.1362–6(a)(2), such S election is subse-
quently treated as effective for the 
first day of the taxable year following 
the taxable year in which the S elec-
tion is made, the fact that the QSST 
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election states that the effective date 
of the QSST election is the first day of 
the taxable year in which the S elec-
tion is made will not cause the QSST 
election to be ineffective for the first 
year in which the corporation’s S elec-
tion is effective. 

(C) If a trust ceases to be a qualified 
subpart E trust but also satisfies the 
requirements of a QSST, the QSST 
election must be filed within the 16-
day-and-2-month period beginning on 
the date on which the trust ceases to 
be a qualified subpart E trust. If the es-
tate of the deemed owner of the trust is 
treated as the shareholder under para-
graph (h)(3)(ii) of this section, the 
QSST election may be filed at any time 
but no later than the end of the 16-day-
and-2-month period beginning on the 
date on which the estate of the deemed 
owner ceases to be treated as a share-
holder. 

(D) If a corporation’s S election ter-
minates because of a late QSST elec-
tion, the corporation may request inad-
vertent termination relief under sec-
tion 1362(f). See § 1.1362–4 for rules con-
cerning inadvertent terminations. 

(iv) Protective QSST election when a 
person is an owner under subpart E. If 
the grantor of a trust is treated as the 
owner under subpart E of all of the 
trust, or of a portion of the trust which 
consists of S corporation stock, and 
the current income beneficiary is not 
the grantor, the current income bene-
ficiary may not make the QSST elec-
tion, even if the trust meets the QSST 
requirements stated in paragraph 
(j)(1)(ii) of this section. See paragraph 
(j)(6)(iii)(C) of this section as to when 
the QSST election may be made. See 
also paragraph (j)(2)(vi) of this section. 
However, if the current income bene-
ficiary (or beneficiaries who are hus-
band and wife, if both spouses are U.S. 
citizens or residents and file a joint re-
turn) of a trust is treated under sub-
part E as owning all or a portion of the 
trust consisting of S corporation stock, 
the current income beneficiary (or 
beneficiaries who are husband and wife, 
if both spouses are U.S. citizens or resi-
dents and file a joint return) may make 
the QSST election. See Example 8 of 
paragraph (k)(1) of this section. 

(7) Treatment as shareholder. (i) The 
income beneficiary who makes the 

QSST election and is treated (for pur-
poses of section 678(a)) as the owner of 
that portion of the trust that consists 
of S corporation stock is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of sections 
1361(b)(1), 1366, 1367, and 1368. 

(ii) If, upon the death of an income 
beneficiary, the trust continues in ex-
istence, continues to hold S corpora-
tion stock but no longer satisfies the 
QSST requirements, and is not a quali-
fied subpart E trust, then, solely for 
purposes of section 1361(b)(1), as of the 
date of the income beneficiary’s death, 
the estate of that income beneficiary is 
treated as the shareholder of the S cor-
poration with respect to which the in-
come beneficiary made the QSST elec-
tion. The estate ordinarily will cease 
to be treated as the shareholder for 
purposes of section 1361(b)(1) upon the 
earlier of the transfer of that stock by 
the trust or the expiration of the 60-
day period beginning on the day of the 
income beneficiary’s death. However, if 
the entire corpus of the trust is includ-
ible in the gross estate of that income 
beneficiary, the estate will cease to be 
treated as the shareholder for purposes 
of section 1361(b)(1) upon the earlier of 
the transfer of that stock by the trust 
or the expiration of the 2-year period 
beginning on the day of the income 
beneficiary’s death. For the purpose of 
determining whether the entire trust 
corpus is includible in the gross estate 
of the income beneficiary, any commu-
nity property interest in the trust held 
by the income beneficiary’s spouse 
which arises by reason of applicable 
U.S. state law is disregarded. During 
the period that the estate is treated as 
the shareholder for purposes of section 
1361(b)(1), the trust is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of sections 
1366, 1367, and 1368. If, after the 60-day 
period, or the 2-year period, if applica-
ble, the trust continues to hold S cor-
poration stock, the corporation’s S 
election terminates. If the termination 
is inadvertent, the corporation may re-
quest relief under section 1362(f). 

(8) Coordination with grantor trust 
rules. If a valid QSST election is made, 
the income beneficiary is treated as 
the owner, for purposes of section 
678(a), of that portion of the trust that 
consists of the stock of the S corpora-
tion for which the QSST election was 
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made. However, solely for purposes of 
applying the preceding sentence to a 
QSST, an income beneficiary who is a 
deemed section 678 owner only by rea-
son of section 1361(d)(1) will not be 
treated as the owner of the S corpora-
tion stock in determining and attrib-
uting the Federal income tax con-
sequences of a disposition of the stock 
by the QSST. For example, if the dis-
position is a sale, the QSST election 
terminates as to the stock sold and any 
gain or loss recognized on the sale will 
be that of the trust, not the income 
beneficiary. Similarly, if a QSST dis-
tributes its S corporation stock to the 
income beneficiary, the QSST election 
terminates as to the distributed stock 
and the consequences of the distribu-
tion are determined by reference to the 
status of the trust apart from the in-
come beneficiary’s terminating owner-
ship status under sections 678 and 
1361(d)(1). The portions of the trust 
other than the portion consisting of S 
corporation stock are subject to sub-
parts A through D of subchapter J of 
chapter 1, except as otherwise required 
by subpart E of the Internal Revenue 
Code. 

(9) Successive income beneficiary. (i) If 
the income beneficiary of a QSST who 
made a QSST election dies, each suc-
cessive income beneficiary of that 
trust is treated as consenting to the 
election unless a successive income 
beneficiary affirmatively refuses to 
consent to the election. For this pur-
pose, the term successive income bene-
ficiary includes a beneficiary of a trust 
whose interest is a separate share with-
in the meaning of section 663(c), but 
does not include any beneficiary of a 
trust that is created upon the death of 
the income beneficiary of the QSST 
and which is a new trust under local 
law. 

(ii) The application of this paragraph 
(j)(9) is illustrated by the following ex-
amples:

Example 1. Shares of stock in Corporation 
X, an S corporation, are held by Trust A, a 
QSST for which a QSST election was made. 
B is the sole income beneficiary of Trust A. 
On B’s death, under the terms of Trust A, J 
and K become the current income bene-
ficiaries of Trust A. J and K each hold a sep-
arate and independent share of Trust A with-
in the meaning of section 663(c). J and K are 
successive income beneficiaries of Trust A, 

and they are treated as consenting to B’s 
QSST election.

Example 2. Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 1, except that on B’s death, under the 
terms of Trust A and local law, Trust A ter-
minates and the principal is to be divided 
equally and held in newly created Trust B 
and Trust C. The sole income beneficiaries of 
Trust B and Trust C are J and K, respec-
tively. Because Trust A terminated, J and K 
are not successive income beneficiaries of 
Trust A. J and K must make QSST elections 
for their respective trusts to qualify as 
QSSTs, if they qualify. The result is the 
same whether or not the trustee of Trusts B 
and C is the same as the trustee of trust A.

(10) Affirmative refusal to consent—(i) 
Required statement. A successive income 
beneficiary of a QSST must make an 
affirmative refusal to consent by sign-
ing and filing with the service center 
where the corporation files its income 
tax return a statement that— 

(A) Contains the name, address, and 
taxpayer identification number of the 
successive income beneficiary, the 
trust, and the corporation for which 
the election was made; 

(B) Identifies the refusal as an af-
firmative refusal to consent under sec-
tion 1361(d)(2); and 

(C) Sets forth the date on which the 
successive income beneficiary became 
the income beneficiary. 

(ii) Filing date and effectiveness. The 
affirmative refusal to consent must be 
filed within 15 days and 2 months after 
the date on which the successive in-
come beneficiary becomes the income 
beneficiary. The affirmative refusal to 
consent will be effective as of the date 
on which the successive income bene-
ficiary becomes the current income 
beneficiary. 

(11) Revocation of QSST election. A 
QSST election may be revoked only 
with the consent of the Commissioner. 
The Commissioner will not grant a rev-
ocation when one of its purposes is the 
avoidance of Federal income taxes or 
when the taxable year is closed. The 
application for consent to revoke the 
election must be submitted to the In-
ternal Revenue Service in the form of a 
letter ruling request under the appro-
priate revenue procedure. The applica-
tion must be signed by the current in-
come beneficiary and must— 

(i) Contain the name, address, and 
taxpayer identification number of the 
current income beneficiary, the trust, 
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and the corporation with respect to 
which the QSST election was made; 

(ii) Identify the election being re-
voked as an election made under sec-
tion 1361(d)(2); and 

(iii) Explain why the current income 
beneficiary seeks to revoke the QSST 
election and indicate that the bene-
ficiary understands the consequences 
of the revocation. 

(k)(1) Examples. The provisions of 
paragraphs (h) and (j) of this section 
are illustrated by the following exam-
ples in which it is assumed that all 
noncorporate persons are citizens or 
residents of the United States:

Example 1. (i) Terms of the trust. In 1996, A 
and A’s spouse, B, created an intervivos trust 
and each funded the trust with separately 
owned stock of an S corporation. Under the 
terms of the trust, A and B designated them-
selves as the income beneficiaries and each, 
individually, retained the power to amend or 
revoke the trust with respect to the trust as-
sets attributable to their respective trust 
contributions. Upon A’s death, the trust is to 
be divided into two separate parts; one part 
attributable to the assets A contributed to 
the trust and one part attributable to B’s 
contributions. Before the trust is divided, 
and during the administration of A’s estate, 
all trust income is payable to B. The part of 
the trust attributable to B’s contributions is 
to continue in trust under the terms of 
which B is designated as the sole income 
beneficiary and retains the power to amend 
or revoke the trust. The part attributable to 
A’s contributions is to be divided into two 
separate trusts both of which have B as the 
sole income beneficiary for life. One trust, 
the Credit Shelter Trust, is to be funded with 
an amount that can pass free of estate tax by 
reason of A’s available estate tax unified 
credit. The terms of the Credit Shelter Trust 
meet the requirements of section 1361(d)(3) as 
a QSST. The balance of the property passes 
to a Marital Trust, the terms of which sat-
isfy the requirements of section 1361(d)(3) as 
a QSST and section 2056(b)(7) as QTIP. The 
appropriate fiduciary under § 20.2056(b)–
7(b)(3) is directed to make an election under 
section 2056(b)(7). 

(ii) Results after deemed owner’s death. On 
February 3, 1997, A dies and the portion of 
the trust assets attributable to A’s contribu-
tions including the S stock contributed by A, 
is includible in A’s gross estate under sec-
tions 2036 and 2038. During the administra-
tion of A’s estate, the trust holds the S cor-
poration stock. Under section 
1361(c)(2)(B)(ii), A’s estate is treated as the 
shareholder of the S corporation stock that 
was included in A’s gross estate for purposes 
of section 1361(b)(1); however, for purposes of 

sections 1366, 1367, and 1368, the trust is 
treated as the shareholder. B’s part of the 
trust continues to be a qualified subpart E 
trust of which B is the owner under sections 
676 and 677. B, therefore, continues to be 
treated as the shareholder of the S corpora-
tion stock in that portion of the trust. On 
May 13, 1997, during the continuing adminis-
tration of A’s estate, the trust is divided into 
separate trusts in accordance with the terms 
of the trust instrument. The S corporation 
stock that was included in A’s gross estate is 
distributed to the Marital Trust and to the 
Credit Shelter Trust. A’s estate will cease to 
be treated as the shareholder of the S cor-
poration under section 1361(c)(2)(B)(ii) on 
May 13, 1997 (the date on which the S cor-
poration stock was transferred to the trusts). 
B, as the income beneficiary of the Marital 
Trust and the Credit Shelter Trust, must 
make the QSST election for each trust by 
July 28, 1997 (the end of the 16-day-and-2-
month period beginning on the date the es-
tate ceases to be treated as a shareholder) to 
have the trusts become permitted share-
holders of the S corporation.

Example 2. (i) Qualified subpart E trust as 
shareholder. In 1997, A, an individual estab-
lished a trust and transferred to the trust 
A’s shares of stock of Corporation M, an S 
corporation. A has the power to revoke the 
entire trust. The terms of the trust require 
that all income be paid to B and otherwise 
meet the requirements of a QSST under sec-
tion 1361(d)(3). The trust will continue in ex-
istence after A’s death. The trust is a quali-
fied subpart E trust described in section 
1361(c)(2)(A)(i) during A’s life, and A (not the 
trust) is treated as the shareholder for pur-
poses of sections 1361(b)(1), 1366, 1367, and 
1368. 

(ii) Trust ceasing to be a qualified subpart E 
trust on deemed owner’s death. Assume the 
same facts as paragraph (i) of this Example 2, 
except that A dies without having exercised 
A’s power to revoke. Upon A’s death, the 
trust ceases to be a qualified subpart E trust 
described in section 1361(c)(2)(A)(i). A’s es-
tate (and not the trust) is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of section 1361(b)(1). 
Because the entire corpus of the trust is in-
cludible in A’s gross estate under section 
2038, A’s estate will cease to be treated as 
the shareholder for purposes of section 
1361(b)(1) upon the earlier of the transfer of 
the Corporation M stock by the trust (other 
than to A’s estate), the expiration of the 2-
year period beginning on the day of A’s 
death, or the effective date of a QSST elec-
tion if the trust qualifies as a QSST. How-
ever, until that time, because the trust con-
tinues in existence after A’s death and will 
receive any distributions with respect to the 
stock it holds, the trust is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of sections 1366, 
1367, and 1368. After the 2-year period, if no 
QSST election is made, the corporation 
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ceases to be an S corporation, but the trust 
continues as the shareholder of a C corpora-
tion. 

(iii) Trust continuing to be a qualified sub-
part E trust on deemed owner’s death. Assume 
the same facts as paragraph (ii) of this Exam-
ple 2, except that the terms of the trust also 
provide that if A does not exercise the power 
to revoke before A’s death, B will have the 
sole power to withdraw all trust property at 
any time after A’s death. The trust con-
tinues to qualify as a qualified subpart E 
trust after A’s death because, upon A’s 
death, B is deemed to be the owner of the en-
tire trust under section 678. Because the 
trust does not cease to be a qualified subpart 
E trust upon A’s death, B (and not A’s es-
tate) is treated as the shareholder for pur-
poses of sections 1361(b)(1), 1366, 1367, and 
1368. Since the trust qualifies as a QSST, B 
may make a protective QSST election under 
paragraph (j)(6)(iv) of this section.

Example 3. 60-day rule under section 
1361(c)(2)(A) (ii) and (iii). F owns stock of Cor-
poration P, an S corporation. In addition, F 
is the deemed owner of a qualified subpart E 
trust that holds stock in Corporation O, an S 
corporation. F dies on July 1, 1996. The trust 
continues in existence after F’s death but is 
no longer a qualified subpart E trust. The en-
tire corpus of the trust is not includible in 
F’s gross estate. On August 1, 1996, F’s shares 
of stock in Corporation P are transferred to 
the trust pursuant to the terms of F’s will. 
Because the stock of Corporation P was not 
held by the trust when F died, section 
1361(c)(2)(A)(ii) does not apply with respect 
to that stock. Under section 1361(c)(2)(A)(iii), 
the last day on which F’s estate could be 
treated as a permitted shareholder of Cor-
poration P is September 29, 1996 (that is, the 
last day of the 60-day period that begins on 
the date of the transfer from the estate to 
the trust). With respect to the shares of 
stock in Corporation O held by the trust at 
the time of F’s death, section 1361(c)(2)(A)(ii) 
applies and the last day on which F’s estate 
could be treated as a permitted shareholder 
of Corporation O is August 29, 1996 (that is, 
the last day of the 60-day period that begins 
on the date of F’s death).

Example 4. (i) QSST when terms do not re-
quire current distribution of income. Corpora-
tion Q, a calendar year corporation, makes 
an election to be an S corporation effective 
for calendar year 1996. On July 1, 1996, G, a 
shareholder of Corporation Q, transfers G’s 
shares of Corporation Q stock to a trust with 
H as its current income beneficiary. The 
terms of the trust otherwise satisfy the 
QSST requirements, but authorize the trust-
ee in its discretion to accumulate or dis-
tribute the trust income. However, the trust, 
which uses the calendar year as its taxable 
year, initially satisfies the income distribu-
tion requirement because the trustee is cur-
rently distributing all of the income. On Au-

gust 1, 1996, H makes a QSST election with 
respect to Corporation Q that is effective as 
of July 1, 1996. Accordingly, as of July 1, 1996, 
the trust is a QSST and H is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of sections 
1361(b)(1), 1366, 1367, and 1368. 

(ii) QSST when trust income is not distributed 
currently. Assume the same facts as in para-
graph (i) of this Example 4, except that, for 
the taxable year ending on December 31, 1997, 
the trustee accumulates some trust income. 
The trust ceases to be a QSST on January 1, 
1998, because the trust failed to distribute all 
of its income for the taxable year ending De-
cember 31, 1997. Thus, Corporation Q ceases 
to be an S corporation as of January 1, 1998, 
because the trust is not a permitted share-
holder. 

(iii) QSST when a person other than the cur-
rent income beneficiary may receive trust cor-
pus. Assume the same facts as in paragraph 
(i) of this Example 4, except that H dies on 
November 1, 1996. Under the terms of the 
trust, after H’s death, L is the income bene-
ficiary of the trust and the trustee is author-
ized to distribute trust corpus to L as well as 
to J. The trust ceases to be a QSST as of No-
vember 1, 1996, because corpus distributions 
may be made to someone other than L, the 
current (successive) income beneficiary. 
Under section 1361(c)(2)(A)(ii), H’s estate 
(and not the trust) is considered to be the 
shareholder for purposes of section 1361(b)(1) 
for the 60-day period beginning on November 
1, 1996. However, because the trust continues 
in existence after H’s death and will receive 
any distributions from the corporation, the 
trust (and not H’s estate) is treated as the 
shareholder for purposes of sections 1366, 
1367, and 1368, during that 60-day period. 
After the 60-day period, the S election termi-
nates and the trust continues as a share-
holder of a C corporation. If the termination 
is inadvertent, Corporation Q may request 
relief under section 1362(f). However, the S 
election would not terminate if the trustee 
distributed all Corporation Q shares to L, J, 
or both before December 30, 1996, (the last 
day of the 60-day period) assuming that nei-
ther L nor J becomes the 36th shareholder of 
Corporation Q as a result of the distribution.

Example 5. QSST when current income bene-
ficiary assigns the income interest to a person 
not named in the trust. On January 1, 1996, 
stock of Corporation R, a calendar year S 
corporation, is transferred to a trust that 
satisfies all of the requirements to be a 
QSST. Neither the terms of the trust nor 
local law preclude the current income bene-
ficiary, K, from assigning K’s income inter-
est in the trust. K files a timely QSST elec-
tion that is effective January 1, 1996. On July 
1, 1996, K assigns the income interest in the 
trust to N. Under applicable state law, the 
trustee is bound as a result of the assign-
ment to distribute the trust income to N. 
Thus, the QSST will cease to qualify as a 
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QSST under section 1361(d)(3)(A)(iii) because 
N’s interest will terminate on K’s death 
(rather than on N’s death). Accordingly, as 
of the date of the assignment, the trust 
ceases to be a QSST and Corporation R 
ceases to be an S corporation.

Example 6. QSST when terms fail to provide 
for distribution of trust assets upon termination 
during life of current income beneficiary. A 
contributes S corporation stock to a trust 
the terms of which provide for one income 
beneficiary, annual distributions of income, 
discretionary invasion of corpus only for the 
benefit of the income beneficiary, and termi-
nation of the trust only upon the death of 
the current income beneficiary. Since the 
trust can terminate only upon the death of 
the income beneficiary, the governing in-
strument fails to provide for any distribu-
tion of trust assets during the income bene-
ficiary’s life. The governing instrument’s si-
lence on this point does not disqualify the 
trust under section 1361(d)(3)(A) (ii) or (iv).

Example 7. QSST when settlor of trust retains 
a reversion in the trust. On January 10, 1996, M 
transfers to a trust shares of stock in cor-
poration X, an S corporation. D, who is 13 
years old and not a lineal descendant of M, is 
the sole income beneficiary of the trust. On 
termination of the trust, the principal (in-
cluding the X shares) is to revert to M. The 
trust instrument provides that the trust will 
terminate upon the earlier of D’s death or 
D’s 21st birthday. The terms of the trust sat-
isfy all of the requirements to be a QSST ex-
cept those of section 1361(d)(3)(A)(ii) (that 
corpus may be distributed during the current 
income beneficiary’s life only to that bene-
ficiary) and (iv) (that, upon termination of 
the trust during the life of the current in-
come beneficiary, the corpus, must be dis-
tributed to that beneficiary). On February 
10, 1996, M makes a gift of M’s reversionary 
interest to D. Until M assigns M’s reversion 
in the trust to D, M is deemed to own the en-
tire trust under section 673(a) and the trust 
is a qualified subpart E trust. For purposes 
of section 1361(b)(1), 1366, 1367, and 1368, M is 
the shareholder of X. The trust ceases to be 
a qualified subpart E trust on February 10, 
1996. Assuming that, by virtue of the assign-
ment to D of M’s reversionary interest, D 
(upon his 21st birthday) or D’s estate (in the 
case of D’s death before reaching age 21) is 
entitled under local law to receive the trust 
principal, the trust will be deemed as of Feb-
ruary 10, 1996, to have satisfied the condi-
tions of section 1361(d)(3)(A) (ii) and (iv) even 
though the terms of the trust do not explic-
itly so provide. D must make a QSST elec-
tion by no later than April 25, 1996 (the end 
of the 16-day-and-2-month period that begins 
on February 10, 1996, the date on which the X 
stock is deemed transferred to the trust by 
M). See example (5) of § 1.1001–2(c) of the reg-
ulations.

Example 8. QSST when the income beneficiary 
has the power to withdraw corpus. On January 
1, 1996, F transfers stock of an S corporation 
to an irrevocable trust whose income bene-
ficiary is F’s son, C. Under the terms of the 
trust, C is given the noncumulative power to 
withdraw from the corpus of the trust the 
greater of $5,000 or 5 percent of the value of 
the corpus on a yearly basis. The terms of 
the trust meet the QSST requirements. As-
suming the trust distributions are not in sat-
isfaction of F’s legal obligation to support C, 
the trust qualifies as a QSST. C (or if C is a 
minor, C’s legal representative) must make 
the QSST election no later than March 16, 
1996 (the end of the 16-day-and-2-month pe-
riod that begins on the date the stock is 
transferred to the trust).

Example 9. (i) Filing the QSST election. On 
January 1, 1996, stock of Corporation T, a 
calendar year C corporation, is transferred 
to a trust that satisfies all of the require-
ments to be a QSST. On January 31, 1996, 
Corporation T files an election to be an S 
corporation that is to be effective for its tax-
able year beginning on January 1, 1996. In 
order for the S election to be effective for 
the 1996 taxable year, the QSST election 
must be effective January 1, 1996, and must 
be filed within the period beginning on Janu-
ary 1, 1996, and ending March 16, 1996 (the 16-
day-and-2-month period beginning on the 
first day of the first taxable year for which 
the election to be an S corporation is in-
tended to be effective). 

(ii) QSST election when the S election is filed 
late. Assume the same facts as in paragraph 
(i) of this Example 9, except that Corporation 
T’s election to be an S corporation is filed on 
April 1, 1996 (after the 15th day of the 3rd 
month of the first taxable year for which it 
is to be effective but before the end of that 
taxable year). Because the election to be an 
S corporation is not timely filed for the 1996 
taxable year, under section 1362(b)(3), the S 
election is treated as made for the taxable 
year beginning on January 1, 1997. The QSST 
election must be filed within the 16-day-and-
2-month period beginning on April 1, 1996, 
the date the S election was made, and ending 
on June 16, 1996.

Example 10. (i) Transfers to QTIP trust. On 
June 1, 1996, A transferred S corporation 
stock to a trust for the benefit of A’s spouse 
B, the terms of which satisfy the require-
ments of section 2523(f)(2) as qualified ter-
minable interest property. Under the terms 
of the trust, B is the sole income beneficiary 
for life. In addition, corpus may be distrib-
uted to B, at the trustee’s discretion, during 
B’s lifetime. However, under section 677(a), A 
is treated as the owner of the trust. Accord-
ingly, the trust is a permitted shareholder of 
the S corporation under section 
1361(c)(2)(A)(i), and A is treated as the share-
holder for purposes of sections 1361(b)(1), 
1366, 1367, and 1368. 
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(ii) Transfers to QTIP trust where husband 
and wife divorce. Assume the same facts as in 
paragraph (i) of this Example 10, except that 
A and B divorce on May 2, 1997. Under sec-
tion 682, A ceases to be treated as the owner 
of the trust under section 677(a) because A 
and B are no longer husband and wife. Under 
section 682, after the divorce, B is the income 
beneficiary of the trust and corpus of the 
trust may only be distributed to B. Accord-
ingly, assuming the trust otherwise meets 
the requirements of section 1361(d)(3), B 
must make the QSST election within 2 
months and 15 days after the date of the di-
vorce. 

(iii) Transfers to QTIP trust where no corpus 
distribution is permitted. Assume the same 
facts as in paragraph (i) of this Example 10, 
except that the terms of the trust do not per-
mit corpus to be distributed to B and require 
its retention by the trust for distribution to 
A and B’s surviving children after the death 
of B. Under section 677, A is treated as the 
owner of the ordinary income portion of the 
trust, but the trust will be subject to tax on 
gross income allocable to corpus. Accord-
ingly, the trust does not qualify as an eligi-
ble shareholder of the S corporation because 
it is neither a qualified subpart E trust nor 
a QSST.

(2) Effective date—(i) In general. Para-
graph (a), and paragraphs (c) through 
(k) of this section apply to taxable 
years of a corporation beginning after 
July 21, 1995. For taxable years begin-
ning on or before July 21, 1995, to which 
paragraph (a), and paragraphs (c) 
through (k) do not apply, see § 18.1361–
1 of this chapter (as contained in the 26 
CFR edition revised April 1, 1995). 

(ii) Exception. If a QSST has sold or 
otherwise disposed of all or a portion of 
its S corporation stock in a tax year 
that is open for the QSST and the in-
come beneficiary but on or before July 
21, 1995, the QSST and the income bene-
ficiary may both treat the transaction 
as if the beneficiary was the owner of 
the stock sold or disposed of, and thus 
recognize any gain or loss, or as if the 
QSST was the owner of the stock sold 
or disposed of as described in paragraph 
(j)(8) of this section. This exception ap-
plies only if the QSST and the income 
beneficiary take consistent reporting 
positions. The QSST and the income 
beneficiary must disclose by a state-
ment on their respective returns (or 
amended returns), that they are taking 
consistent reporting positions. 

(l) Classes of stock—(1) General rule. A 
corporation that has more than one 

class of stock does not qualify as a 
small business corporation. Except as 
provided in paragraph (l)(4) of this sec-
tion (relating to instruments, obliga-
tions, or arrangements treated as a 
second class of stock), a corporation is 
treated as having only one class of 
stock if all outstanding shares of stock 
of the corporation confer identical 
rights to distribution and liquidation 
proceeds. Differences in voting rights 
among shares of stock of a corporation 
are disregarded in determining whether 
a corporation has more than one class 
of stock. Thus, if all shares of stock of 
an S corporation have identical rights 
to distribution and liquidation pro-
ceeds, the corporation may have voting 
and nonvoting common stock, a class 
of stock that may vote only on certain 
issues, irrevocable proxy agreements, 
or groups of shares that differ with re-
spect to rights to elect members of the 
board of directors. 

(2) Determination of whether stock con-
fers identical rights to distribution and 
liquidation proceeds—(i) In general. The 
determination of whether all out-
standing shares of stock confer iden-
tical rights to distribution and liquida-
tion proceeds is made based on the cor-
porate charter, articles of incorpora-
tion, bylaws, applicable state law, and 
binding agreements relating to dis-
tribution and liquidation proceeds (col-
lectively, the governing provisions). A 
commercial contractual agreement, 
such as a lease, employment agree-
ment, or loan agreement, is not a bind-
ing agreement relating to distribution 
and liquidation proceeds and thus is 
not a governing provision unless a 
principal purpose of the agreement is 
to circumvent the one class of stock re-
quirement of section 1361(b)(1)(D) and 
this paragraph (l). Although a corpora-
tion is not treated as having more than 
one class of stock so long as the gov-
erning provisions provide for identical 
distribution and liquidation rights, any 
distributions (including actual, con-
structive, or deemed distributions) 
that differ in timing or amount are to 
be given appropriate tax effect in ac-
cordance with the facts and cir-
cumstances. 

(ii) State law requirements for payment 
and withholding of income tax. State 
laws may require a corporation to pay 
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or withhold state income taxes on be-
half of some or all of the corporation’s 
shareholders. Such laws are dis-
regarded in determining whether all 
outstanding shares of stock of the cor-
poration confer identical rights to dis-
tribution and liquidation proceeds, 
within the meaning of paragraph (l)(1) 
of this section, provided that, when the 
constructive distributions resulting 
from the payment or withholding of 
taxes by the corporation are taken into 
account, the outstanding shares confer 
identical rights to distribution and liq-
uidation proceeds. A difference in tim-
ing between the constructive distribu-
tions and the actual distributions to 
the other shareholders does not cause 
the corporation to be treated as having 
more than one class of stock. 

(iii) Buy-sell and redemption agree-
ments—(A) In general. Buy-sell agree-
ments among shareholders, agreements 
restricting the transferability of stock, 
and redemption agreements are dis-
regarded in determining whether a cor-
poration’s outstanding shares of stock 
confer identical distribution and liq-
uidation rights unless— 

(1) A principal purpose of the agree-
ment is to circumvent the one class of 
stock requirement of section 
1361(b)(1)(D) and this paragraph (l), and 

(2) The agreement establishes a pur-
chase price that, at the time the agree-
ment is entered into, is significantly in 
excess of or below the fair market 
value of the stock. 
Agreements that provide for the pur-
chase or redemption of stock at book 
value or at a price between fair market 
value and book value are not consid-
ered to establish a price that is signifi-
cantly in excess of or below the fair 
market value of the stock and, thus, 
are disregarded in determining whether 
the outstanding shares of stock confer 
identical rights. For purposes of this 
paragraph (l)(2)(iii)(A), a good faith de-
termination of fair market value will 
be respected unless it can be shown 
that the value was substantially in 
error and the determination of the 
value was not performed with reason-
able diligence. Although an agreement 
may be disregarded in determining 
whether shares of stock confer iden-
tical distribution and liquidation 
rights, payments pursuant to the 

agreement may have income or trans-
fer tax consequences. 

(B) Exception for certain agreements. 
Bona fide agreements to redeem or pur-
chase stock at the time of death, di-
vorce, disability, or termination of em-
ployment are disregarded in deter-
mining whether a corporation’s shares 
of stock confer identical rights. In ad-
dition, if stock that is substantially 
nonvested (within the meaning of 
§ 1.83–3(b)) is treated as outstanding 
under these regulations, the forfeiture 
provisions that cause the stock to be 
substantially nonvested are dis-
regarded. Furthermore, the Commis-
sioner may provide by Revenue Ruling 
or other published guidance that other 
types of bona fide agreements to re-
deem or purchase stock are dis-
regarded. 

(C) Safe harbors for determinations of 
book value. A determination of book 
value will be respected if— 

(1) The book value is determined in 
accordance with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (including per-
mitted optional adjustments); or 

(2) The book value is used for any 
substantial nontax purpose. 

(iv) Distributions that take into account 
varying interests in stock during a taxable 
year. A governing provision does not, 
within the meaning of paragraph 
(l)(2)(i) of this section, alter the rights 
to liquidation and distribution pro-
ceeds conferred by an S corporation’s 
stock merely because the governing 
provision provides that, as a result of a 
change in stock ownership, distribu-
tions in a taxable year are to be made 
on the basis of the shareholders’ vary-
ing interests in the S corporation’s in-
come in the current or immediately 
preceding taxable year. If distributions 
pursuant to the provision are not made 
within a reasonable time after the 
close of the taxable year in which the 
varying interests occur, the distribu-
tions may be recharacterized depend-
ing on the facts and circumstances, but 
will not result in a second class of 
stock. 

(v) Special rule for section 338(h)(10) 
elections. If the shareholders of an S 
corporation sell their stock in a trans-
action for which an election is made 
under section 338(h)(10) and 
§ 1.338(h)(10)–1, the receipt of varying 
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amounts per share by the shareholders 
will not cause the S corporation to 
have more than one class of stock, pro-
vided that the varying amounts are de-
termined in arm’s length negotiations 
with the purchaser. 

(vi) Examples. The application of 
paragraph (l)(2) of this section may be 
illustrated by the following examples. 
In each of the examples, the S corpora-
tion requirements of section 1361 are 
satisfied except as otherwise stated, 
the corporation has in effect an S elec-
tion under section 1362, and the cor-
poration has only the shareholders de-
scribed.

Example 1. Determination of whether stock 
confers identical rights to distribution and liq-
uidation proceeds. (i) The law of State A re-
quires that permission be obtained from the 
State Commissioner of Corporations before 
stock may be issued by a corporation. The 
Commissioner grants permission to S, a cor-
poration, to issue its stock subject to the re-
striction that any person who is issued stock 
in exchange for property, and not cash, must 
waive all rights to receive distributions until 
the shareholders who contributed cash for 
stock have received distributions in the 
amount of their cash contributions. 

(ii) The condition imposed by the Commis-
sioner pursuant to state law alters the rights 
to distribution and liquidation proceeds con-
ferred by the outstanding stock of S so that 
those rights are not identical. Accordingly, 
under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, S is 
treated as having more than one class of 
stock and does not qualify as a small busi-
ness corporation.

Example 2. Distributions that differ in timing. 
(i) S, a corporation, has two equal share-
holders, A and B. Under S’s bylaws, A and B 
are entitled to equal distributions. S distrib-
utes $50,000 to A in the current year, but does 
not distribute $50,000 to B until one year 
later. The circumstances indicate that the 
difference in timing did not occur by reason 
of a binding agreement relating to distribu-
tion or liquidation proceeds. 

(ii) Under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, 
the difference in timing of the distributions 
to A and B does not cause S to be treated as 
having more than one class of stock. How-
ever, section 7872 or other recharacterization 
principles may apply to determine the appro-
priate tax consequences.

Example 3. Treatment of excessive compensa-
tion. (i) S, a corporation, has two equal 
shareholders, C and D, who are each em-
ployed by S and have binding employment 
agreements with S. The compensation paid 
by S to C under C’s employment agreement 
is reasonable. The compensation paid by S to 
D under D’s employment agreement, how-

ever, is found to be excessive. The facts and 
circumstances do not reflect that a principal 
purpose to D’s employment agreement is to 
circumvent the one class of stock require-
ment of section 1361(b)(1)(D) and this para-
graph (l). 

(ii) Under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, 
the employment agreements are not gov-
erning provisions. Accordingly, S is not 
treated as having more than one class of 
stock by reason of the employment agree-
ments, even though S is not allowed a deduc-
tion for the excessive compensation paid to 
D.

Example 4. Agreement to pay fringe benefits. 
(i) S, a corporation, is required under binding 
agreements to pay accident and health insur-
ance premiums on behalf of certain of its 
employees who are also shareholders. Dif-
ferent premium amounts are paid by S for 
each employee-shareholder. The facts and 
circumstances do not reflect that a principal 
purpose of the agreements is to circumvent 
the one class of stock requirement of section 
1361(b)(1)(D) and this paragraph (l). 

(ii) Under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, 
the agreements are not governing provisions. 
Accordingly, S is not treated as having more 
than one class of stock by reason of the 
agreements. In addition, S is not treated as 
having more than one class of stock by rea-
son of the payment of fringe benefits.

Example 5. Below-market corporation-share-
holder loan. (i) E is a shareholder of S, a cor-
poration. S makes a below-market loan to E 
that is a corporation-shareholder loan to 
which section 7872 applies. Under section 
7872, E is deemed to receive a distribution 
with respect to S stock by reason of the 
loan. The facts and circumstances do not re-
flect that a principal purpose of the loan is 
to circumvent the one class of stock require-
ment of section 1361(b)(1)(D) and this para-
graph (l). 

(ii) Under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, 
the loan agreement is not a governing provi-
sion. Accordingly, S is not treated as having 
more than one class of stock by reason of the 
below-market loan to E.

Example 6. Agreement to adjust distributions 
for state tax burdens. (i) S, a corporation, exe-
cutes a binding agreement with its share-
holders to modify its normal distribution 
policy by making upward adjustments of its 
distributions to those shareholders who bear 
heavier state tax burdens. The adjustments 
are based on a formula that will give the 
shareholders equal after-tax distributions. 

(ii) The binding agreement relates to dis-
tribution or liquidation proceeds. The agree-
ment is thus a governing provision that al-
ters the rights conferred by the outstanding 
stock of S to distribution proceeds so that 
those rights are not identical. Therefore, 
under paragraph (l)(2)(i) of this section, S is 
treated as having more than one class of 
stock.
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Example 7. State law requirements for pay-
ment and withholding of income tax. (i) The 
law of State X requires corporations to pay 
state income taxes on behalf of nonresident 
shareholders. The law of State X does not re-
quire corporations to pay state income taxes 
on behalf of resident shareholders. S is incor-
porated in State X. S’s resident shareholders 
have the right (for example, under the law of 
State X or pursuant to S’s bylaws or a bind-
ing agreement) to distributions that take 
into account the payments S makes on be-
half of its nonresident shareholders. 

(ii) The payment by S of state income 
taxes on behalf of its nonresident share-
holders are generally treated as constructive 
distributions to those shareholders. Because 
S’s resident shareholders have the right to 
equal distributions, taking into account the 
constructive distributions to the nonresident 
shareholders, S’s shares confer identical 
rights to distribution proceeds. Accordingly, 
under paragraph (l)(2)(ii) of this section, the 
state law requiring S to pay state income 
taxes on behalf of its nonresident share-
holders is disregarded in determining wheth-
er S has more than one class of stock. 

(iii) The same result would follow if the 
payments of state income taxes on behalf of 
nonresident shareholders are instead treated 
as advances to those shareholders and the 
governing provisions require the advances to 
be repaid or offset by reductions in distribu-
tions to those shareholders.

Example 8. Redemption agreements. (i) F, G, 
and H are shareholders of S, a corporation. F 
is also an employee of S. By agreement, S is 
to redeem F’s shares on the termination of 
F’s employment. 

(ii) On these facts, under paragraph 
(l)(2)(iii)(B) of this section, the agreement is 
disregarded in determining whether all out-
standing shares of S’s stock confer identical 
rights to distribution and liquidation pro-
ceeds.

Example 9. Analysis of redemption agree-
ments. (i) J, K, and L are shareholders of S, 
a corporation. L is also an employee of S. L’s 
shares were not issued to L in connection 
with the performance of services. By agree-
ment, S is to redeem L’s shares for an 
amount significantly below their fair market 
value on the termination of L’s employment 
or if S’s sales fall below certain levels. 

(ii) Under paragraph (l)(2)(iii)(B) of this 
section, the portion of the agreement pro-
viding for redemption of L’s stock on termi-
nation of employment is disregarded. Under 
paragraph (l)(2)(iii)(A), the portion of the 
agreement providing for redemption of L’s 
stock if S’s sales fall below certain levels is 
disregarded unless a principal purpose of 
that portion of the agreement is to cir-
cumvent the one class of stock requirement 
of section 1361(b)(1)(D) and this paragraph (l).

(3) Stock taken into account. Except as 
provided in paragraphs (b) (3), (4), and 
(5) of this section (relating to re-
stricted stock, deferred compensation 
plans, and straight debt), in deter-
mining whether all outstanding shares 
of stock confer identical rights to dis-
tribution and liquidation proceeds, all 
outstanding shares of stock of a cor-
poration are taken into account. For 
example, substantially nonvested stock 
with respect to which an election under 
section 83(b) has been made is taken 
into account in determining whether a 
corporation has a second class of stock, 
and such stock is not treated as a sec-
ond class of stock if the stock confers 
rights to distribution and liquidation 
proceeds that are identical, within the 
meaning of paragraph (l)(1) of this sec-
tion, to the rights conferred by the 
other outstanding shares of stock. 

(4) Other instruments, obligations, or 
arrangements treated as a second class of 
stock—(i) In general. Instruments, obli-
gations, or arrangements are not treat-
ed as a second class of stock for pur-
poses of this paragraph (l) unless they 
are described in paragraph (l)(5) (ii) or 
(iii) of this section. However, in no 
event are instruments, obligations, or 
arrangements described in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section (relating to de-
ferred compensation plans), paragraphs 
(l)(4)(iii) (B) and (C) of this section (re-
lating to the exceptions and safe har-
bor for options), paragraph (l)(4)(ii)(B) 
of this section (relating to the safe har-
bors for certain short-term unwritten 
advances and proportionally-held 
debt), or paragraph (l)(5) of this section 
(relating to the safe harbor for straight 
debt), treated as a second class of stock 
for purposes of this paragraph (l). 

(ii) Instruments, obligations, or ar-
rangements treated as equity under gen-
eral principles—(A) In general. Except as 
provided in paragraph (l)(4)(i) of this 
section, any instrument, obligation, or 
arrangement issued by a corporation 
(other than outstanding shares of stock 
described in paragraph (l)(3) of this sec-
tion), regardless of whether designated 
as debt, is treated as a second class of 
stock of the corporation— 

(1) If the instrument, obligation, or 
arrangement constituters equity or 
otherwise results in the holder being 
treated as the owner of stock under 
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general principles of Federal tax law; 
and 

(2) A principal purpose of issuing or 
entering into the instrument, obliga-
tion, or arrangement is to circumvent 
the rights to distribution or liquida-
tion proceeds conferred by the out-
standing shares of stock or to cir-
cumvent the limitation on eligible 
shareholders contained in paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section. 

(B) Safe harbor for certain short-term 
unwritten advances and proportionately 
held obligations—(1) Short-term unwritten 
advances. Unwritten advances from a 
shareholder that do not exceed $10,000 
in the aggregate at any time during 
the taxable year of the corporation, are 
treated as debt by the parties, and are 
expected to be repaid within a reason-
able time are not treated as a second 
class of stock for that taxable year, 
even if the advances are considered eq-
uity under general principles of Fed-
eral tax law. The failure of an unwrit-
ten advance to meet this safe harbor 
will not result in a second class of 
stock unless the advance is considered 
equity under paragraph (l)(4)(ii)(A)(1) 
of this section and a principal purpose 
of the advance is to circumvent the 
rights of the outstanding shares of 
stock or the limitation on eligible 
shareholders under paragraph 
(l)(4)(ii)(A)(2) of this section. 

(2) Proportionately-held obligations. 
Obligations of the same class that are 
considered equity under general prin-
ciples of Federal tax law, but are 
owned solely by the owners of, and in 
the same proportion as, the out-
standing stock of the corporation, are 
not treated as a second class of stock. 
Furthermore, an obligation or obliga-
tions owned by the sole shareholder of 
a corporation are always held propor-
tionately to the corporation’s out-
standing stock. The obligations that 
are considered equity that do not meet 
this safe harbor will not result in a sec-
ond class of stock unless a principal 
purpose of the obligations is to cir-
cumvent the rights of the outstanding 
shares of stock or the limitation on eli-
gible shareholders under paragraph 
(l)(4)(ii)(A)(2) of this section. 

(iii) Certain call options, warrants or 
similar instruments—(A) In general. Ex-
cept as otherwise provided in this para-

graph (l)(4)(iii), a call option, warrant, 
or similar instrument (collectively, 
call option) issued by a corporation is 
treated as a second class of stock of the 
corporation if, taking into account all 
the facts and circumstances, the call 
option is substantially certain to be ex-
ercised (by the holder or a potential 
transferee) and has a strike price sub-
stantially below the fair market value 
of the underlying stock on the date 
that the call option is issued, trans-
ferred by a person who is an eligible 
shareholder under paragraph (b)(1) of 
this section to a person who is not an 
eligible shareholder under paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section, or materially 
modified. For purposes of this para-
graph (l)(4)(iii), if an option is issued in 
connection with a loan and the time 
period in which the option can be exer-
cised is extended in connection with 
(and consistent with) a modification of 
the terms of the loan, the extension of 
the time period in which the option 
may be exercised is not considered a 
material modification. In addition, a 
call option does not have a strike price 
substantially below fair market value 
if the price at the time of exercise can-
not, pursuant to the terms of the in-
strument, be substantially below the 
fair market value of the underlying 
stock at the time of exercise. 

(B) Certain exceptions. (1) A call op-
tion is not treated as a second class of 
stock for purposes of this paragraph (l) 
if it is issued to a person that is ac-
tively and regularly engaged in the 
business of lending and issued in con-
nection with a commercially reason-
able loan to the corporation. This para-
graph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(1) continues to apply 
if the call option is transferred with 
the loan (or if a portion of the call op-
tion is transferred with a cor-
responding portion of the loan). How-
ever, if the call option is transferred 
without a corresponding portion of the 
loan, this paragraph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(1) 
ceases to apply. Upon that transfer, the 
call option is tested under paragraph 
(l)(4)(iii)(A) (notwithstanding anything 
in that paragraph to the contrary) if, 
but for this paragraph, the call option 
would have been treated as a second 
class of stock on the date it was issued. 

(2) A call option that is issued to an 
individual who is either an employee or 
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an independent contractor in connec-
tion with the performance of services 
for the corporation or a related cor-
poration (and that is not excessive by 
reference to the services performed) is 
not treated as a second class of stock 
for purposes of this paragraph (l) if— 

(i) The call option is nontransferable 
within the meaning of § 1.83–3(d); and 

(ii) The call option does not have a 
readily ascertainable fair market value 
as defined in § 1.83–7(b) at the time the 
option is issued. 
If the call option becomes transferable, 
this paragraph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(2) ceases to 
apply. Solely for purposes of this para-
graph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(2), a corporation is 
related to the issuing corporation if 
more than 50 percent of the total vot-
ing power and total value of its stock 
is owned by the issuing corporation. 

(3) The Commissioner may provide 
other exceptions by Revenue Ruling or 
other published guidance. 

(C) Safe harbor for certain options. A 
call option is not treated as a second 
class of stock if, on the date the call 
option is issued, transferred by a per-
son who is an eligible shareholder 
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section 
to a person who is not an eligible 
shareholder under paragraph (b)(1) of 
this section, or materially modified, 
the strike price of the call option is at 
least 90 percent of the fair market 
value of the underlying stock on that 
date. For purposes of this paragraph 
(l)(4)(iii)(C), a good faith determination 
of fair market value by the corporation 
will be respected unless it can be shown 
that the value was substantially in 
error and the determination of the 
value was not performed with reason-
able diligence to obtain a fair value. 
Failure of an option to meet this safe 
harbor will not necessarily result in 
the option being treated as a second 
class of stock. 

(iv) Convertible debt. A convertible 
debt instrument is considered a second 
class of stock if— 

(A) It would be treated as a second 
class of stock under paragraph (l)(4)(ii) 
of this section (relating to instru-
ments, obligations, or arrangements 
treated as equity under general prin-
ciples); or 

(B) It embodies rights equivalent to 
those of a call option that would be 

treated as a second class of stock under 
paragraph (l)(4)(iii) of this section (re-
lating to certain call options, war-
rants, and similar instruments). 

(v) Examples. The application of this 
paragraph (l)(4) may be illustrated by 
the following examples. In each of the 
examples, the S corporation require-
ments of section 1361 are satisfied ex-
cept as otherwise stated, the corpora-
tion has in effect an S election under 
section 1362, and the corporation has 
only the shareholders described.

Example 1. Transfer of call option by eligible 
shareholder to ineligible shareholder. (i) S, a 
corporation, has 10 shareholders. S issues 
call options to A, B, and C, individuals who 
are U.S. residents. A, B, and C are not share-
holders, employees, or independent contrac-
tors of S. The options have a strike price of 
$40 and are issued on a date when the fair 
market value of S stock is also $40. A year 
later, P, a partnership, purchases A’s option. 
On the date of transfer, the fair market 
value of S stock is $80. 

(ii) On the date the call option is issued, its 
strike price is not substantially below the 
fair market value of the S stock. Under para-
graph (l)(4)(iii)(A) of this section, whether a 
call option is a second class of stock must be 
redetermined if the call option is transferred 
by a person who is an eligible shareholder 
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section to a 
person who is not an eligible shareholder 
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section. In this 
case, A is an eligible shareholder of S under 
paragraph (b)(1) of this section, but P is not. 
Accordingly, the option is retested on the 
date it is transferred to D. 

(iii) Because on the date the call option is 
transferred to P its strike price is 50% of the 
fair market value, the strike price is sub-
stantially below the fair market value of the 
S stock. Accordingly, the call option is 
treated as a second class of stock as of the 
date it is transferred to P if, at that time, it 
is determined that the option is substan-
tially certain to be exercised. The deter-
mination of whether the option is substan-
tially certain to be exercised is made on the 
basis of all the facts and circumstances.

Example 2. Call option issued in connection 
with the performance of services. (i) E is a bona 
fide employee of S, a corporation. S issues to 
E a call option in connection with E’s per-
formance of services. At the time the call op-
tion is issued, it is not transferable and does 
not have a readily ascertainable fair market 
value. However, the call option becomes 
transferable before it is exercised by E. 

(ii) While the option is not transferable, 
under paragraph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(2) of this sec-
tion, it is not treated as a second class of 
stock, regardless of its strike price. When 
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the option becomes transferable, that para-
graph ceases to apply, and the general rule of 
paragraph (l)(4)(iii)(A) of this section applies. 
Accordingly, if the option is materially 
modified or is transferred to a person who is 
not an eligible shareholder under paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section, and on the date of such 
modification or transfer, the option is sub-
stantially certain to be exercised and has a 
strike price substantially below the fair mar-
ket value of the underlying stock, the option 
is treated as a second class of stock. 

(iii) If E left S’s employment before the op-
tion became transferable, the exception pro-
vided by paragraph (l)(4)(iii)(B)(2) would con-
tinue to apply until the option became trans-
ferable.

(5) Straight debt safe harbor—(i) In 
general. Notwithstanding paragraph 
(l)(4) of this section, straight debt is 
not treated as a second class of stock. 
For purposes of section 1361(c)(5) and 
this section, the term straight debt 
means a written unconditional obliga-
tion, regardless of whether embodied in 
a formal note, to pay a sum certain on 
demand, or on a specified due date, 
which— 

(A) Does not provide for an interest 
rate or payment dates that are contin-
gent on profits, the borrower’s discre-
tion, the payment of dividends with re-
spect to common stock, or similar fac-
tors; 

(B) Is not convertible (directly or in-
directly) into stock or any other equity 
interest of the S corporation; and 

(C) Is held by an individual (other 
than a nonresident alien), an estate, or 
a trust described in section 1361(c)(2). 

(ii) Subordination. The fact that an 
obligation is subordinated to other 
debt of the corporation does not pre-
vent the obligation from qualifying as 
straight debt. 

(iii) Modification or transfer. An obli-
gation that originally qualifies as 
straight debt ceases to so qualify if the 
obligation— 

(A) Is materially modified so that it 
no longer satisfies the definition of 
straight debt; or 

(B) Is transferred to a third party 
who is not an eligible shareholder 
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section. 

(iv) Treatment of straight debt for other 
purposes. An obligation of an S corpora-
tion that satisfies the definition of 
straight debt in paragraph (l)(5)(i) of 
this section is not treated as a second 
class of stock even if it is considered 

equity under general principles of Fed-
eral tax law. Such an obligation is gen-
erally treated as debt and when so 
treated is subject to the applicable 
rules governing indebtedness for other 
purposes of the Code. Accordingly, in-
terest paid or accrued with respect to a 
straight debt obligation is generally 
treated as interest by the corporation 
and the recipient and does not con-
stitute a distribution to which section 
1368 applies. However, if a straight debt 
obligation bears a rate of interest that 
is unreasonably high, an appropriate 
portion of the interest may be re-
characterized and treated as a payment 
that is not interest. Such a re-
characterization does not result in a 
second class of stock. 

(v) Treatment of C corporation debt 
upon conversion to S status. If a C cor-
poration has outstanding an obligation 
that satisfies the definition of straight 
debt in paragraph (l)(5)(i) of this sec-
tion, but that is considered equity 
under general principles of Federal tax 
law, the obligation is not treated as a 
second class of stock for purposes of 
this section if the C corporation con-
verts to S status. In addition, the con-
version from C corporation status to S 
corporation status is not treated as an 
exchange of debt for stock with respect 
to such an instrument. 

(6) Inadvertent terminations. See sec-
tion 1362(f) and the regulations there-
under for rules relating to inadvertent 
terminations in cases where the one 
class of stock requirement has been in-
advertently breached. 

(7) Effective date. Section 1.1361–1(l) 
generally applies to taxable years of a 
corporation beginning on or after May 
28, 1992. However, § 1.1361–1(l) does not 
apply to: an instrument, obligation, or 
arrangement issued or entered into be-
fore May 28, 1992, and not materially 
modified after that date; a buy-sell 
agreement, redemption agreement, or 
agreement restricting transferability 
entered into before May 28, 1992, and 
not materially modified after that 
date; or a call option or similar instru-
ment issued before May 28, 1992, and 
not materially modified after that 
date. In addition, a corporation and its 
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shareholders may apply this § 1.1361–1(l) 
to prior taxable years. 

[T.D. 8419, 57 FR 22649, May 29, 1992; 57 FR 
28613, June 26, 1992, as amended by T.D. 8600, 
60 FR 37581, July 21, 1995; 60 FR 49976, Sept. 
27, 1995; 60 FR 58234, Nov. 27, 1995; 61 FR 2869, 
Jan. 29, 1996; T.D. 8869, 65 FR 3849, Jan. 25, 
2000; T.D. 8940, 66 FR 9929, 9957, Feb. 13, 2001]

§ 1.1361–2 Definitions relating to S cor-
poration subsidiaries. 

(a) In general. The term qualified sub-
chapter S subsidiary (QSub) means any 
domestic corporation that is not an in-
eligible corporation (as defined in sec-
tion 1361(b)(2) and the regulations 
thereunder), if— 

(1) 100 percent of the stock of such 
corporation is held by an S corpora-
tion; and 

(2) The S corporation properly elects 
to treat the subsidiary as a QSub under 
§ 1.1361–3. 

(b) Stock treated as held by S corpora-
tion. For purposes of satisfying the 100 
percent stock ownership requirement 
in section 1361(b)(3)(B)(i) and paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section— 

(1) Stock of a corporation is treated 
as held by an S corporation if the S 
corporation is the owner of that stock 
for Federal income tax purposes; and 

(2) Any outstanding instruments, ob-
ligations, or arrangements of the cor-
poration which would not be considered 
stock for purposes of section 
1361(b)(1)(D) if the corporation were an 
S corporation are not treated as out-
standing stock of the QSub. 

(c) Straight debt safe harbor. Section 
1.1361–1(l)(5)(iv) and (v) apply to an ob-
ligation of a corporation for which a 
QSub election is made if that obliga-
tion would satisfy the definition of 
straight debt in § 1.1361–1(l)(5) if issued 
by the S corporation. 

(d) Examples. The following examples 
illustrate the application of this sec-
tion:

Example 1. X, an S corporation, owns 100 
percent of Y, a corporation for which a valid 
QSub election is in effect for the taxable 
year. Y owns 100 percent of Z, a corporation 
otherwise eligible for QSub status. X may 
elect to treat Z as a QSub under section 
1361(b)(3)(B)(ii).

Example 2. Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 1, except that Y is a business entity 
that is disregarded as an entity separate 

from its owner under § 301.7701–2(c)(2) of this 
chapter. X may elect to treat Z as a QSub.

Example 3. Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 1, except that Y owns 50 percent of Z, 
and X owns the other 50 percent. X may elect 
to treat Z as a QSub.

Example 4. Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 1, except that Y is a C corporation. Al-
though Y is a domestic corporation that is 
otherwise eligible to be a QSub, no QSub 
election has been made for Y. Thus, X is not 
treated as holding the stock of Z. Con-
sequently, X may not elect to treat Z as a 
QSub.

Example 5. Individuals A and B own 100 per-
cent of the stock of corporation X, an S cor-
poration, and, except for C’s interest (de-
scribed below), X owns 100 percent of cor-
poration Y, a C corporation. Individual C 
holds an instrument issued by Y that is con-
sidered to be equity under general principles 
of tax law but would satisfy the definition of 
straight debt under § 1.1361–1(l)(5) if Y were 
an S corporation. In determining whether X 
owns 100 percent of Y for purposes of making 
the QSub election, the instrument held by C 
is not considered outstanding stock. In addi-
tion, under § 1.1361–1(l)(5)(v), the QSub elec-
tion is not treated as an exchange of debt for 
stock with respect to such instrument, and 
§ 1.1361–1(l)(5)(iv) applies to determine the 
tax treatment of payments on the instru-
ment while Y’s QSub election is in effect.

[T.D. 8869, 65 FR 3849, Jan. 25, 2000]

§ 1.1361–3 QSub election. 
(a) Time and manner of making elec-

tion—(1) In general. The corporation for 
which the QSub election is made must 
meet all the requirements of section 
1361(b)(3)(B) at the time the election is 
made and for all periods for which the 
election is to be effective. 

(2) Manner of making election. Except 
as provided in section 1361(b)(3)(D) and 
§ 1.1361–5(c) (five-year prohibition on re-
election), an S corporation may elect 
to treat an eligible subsidiary as a 
QSub by filing a completed form to be 
prescribed by the IRS. The election 
form must be signed by a person au-
thorized to sign the S corporation’s re-
turn required to be filed under section 
6037. Unless the election form provides 
otherwise, the election must be sub-
mitted to the service center where the 
subsidiary filed its most recent tax re-
turn (if applicable), and, if an S cor-
poration forms a subsidiary and makes 
a valid QSub election (effective upon 
the date of the subsidiary’s formation) 
for the subsidiary, the election should 
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